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After publication of the original article [1], the authors
wanted to make an amendment in the Acknowledg-
ments section as Muneera Rasheed requested to be re-
moved. This correction article shows the original and
revised version of the “Acknowledgments”. The original
article was not updated.
Original version: The authors thank all the individ-
uals who participated in this study for their time and
willingness to share their experiences with us. The au-
thors thank Sadaf Lanjar and Ghullam Murtaza for data
collection and transcription, Rucha Shelgikar for re-
search assistance in data analysis, and Muneera Rasheed
for assistance with translation quality checks.
Revised version: The authors thank all the individuals
who participated in this study for their time and willing-
ness to share their experiences with us. The authors
thank Sadaf Lanjar and Ghullam Murtaza for data col-
lection and transcription and Rucha Shelgikar for re-
search assistance in data analysis.
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